We 
Such an approach is especially fruitful in examlnin E composite models with an internal symmetry since it allows to display some hidden symmetries and other peculiarities of systems under consideration . Besides, within this analysis we obtain some new alEebraie structures which differ from usual Lie algebras and and groups and repreesent their specific deformations and mutations (cf. [12] [13] [14] [15] ).
Indeed, let us consider many-body quantum oscillator systems
[ of bosonic or fermlonlc types) which are associated with the --~ ~+ creation and annihilation operators x~i and xi=(x i) , respectively (~=i,2 ..... n; i=I,2 ..... m<m, the superscript "+" denotes the Her-mitlan conjugation). Here the superscript "~" labels "internal" components of one-partlcle states that transform in a accordance with the vector (fundamental) irreducible representation (irrep) DI(G) of a classical group G:
x ", 9 x? ÷, , D'(G).
(i I)
where from here on the summation is implied over repeated Greek superscripts. The operator x ~ x~ satisfy the standard commutation I' J relations (CR)
where A=-I and I for bosonlc and fermlonic systems, respectively.
The Hilbert space for these systems are the Fock spaces L F spanned by the basic vectors physical point of view the decomposition (i.5) gives rise to some superselection rules [19] since the single spaces L F with different "~" do not "mix" under the time-evolution governed by a Hamiltonian H E k(A)(G). Thus the "internal" symmetry algebra g "inm duces" the "hidden" dynamic symmetry algebra k(A) (G) . See. 5 some problems and generalizations are discussed.
Bosonic algebras of the SU(n} vector invarlants.
So, specialize our further analysis for bosonic systems (A=-I). As is well known [8, 16] Specifically, from the second Hilbert theorem of the vector invariant theory [16] for A=-I we have the identities ("syzygles") 
The identles (2.2) allow us to identify the algebras k (n) as PIm algebras [24] 
that allow us to close the CRs (2.5) and to introduce the S0e(2m)
Lie algebra structure on the set Im(2)m{Xlj,Xkl,Eij} [8, 11] .
It is not the case, however, for nZ3 because repeated we obtain a new class of Lie-algebralc structures I (-){n) which m are some deformations of usual Lle algebras (cf, [12] [13] [14] We also note that with each algebra I(-)(n) one may associate In turn the space LIJ) is generated by means of action the lowe- Now we consider an action of the above algebra so"(4) on the vectors (3.2) using the CRs (2.5). We note that because of the definition of k(-)[2)=som(4) its action does not change the values 2 of numbers J,M "controlled" by the "internal" algebra SUlnt(2).
Hence each space L(J), J~O, decomposes into the direct sum
of the disjoint spaces L(J,M) which are equivalent with respect to the action of the algebra k{-)(2)=so~(4). Further, the action of ~2 the subalgebra su(2)invC so (4) 
5.Conclusion.
In conclusion we point out some problems and generalizations of the above developments.
The results obtained provide a mathematical tool for analyzing composite models with internal SU(n)-symmetry only at alEebtalc level. However, for examlnln E time evolution governed by hamiltonians (4.1) we need in developing group-theoretical aspects of the theory, in particular, generalized coherent states of alEebras k(-)(n) etc.
m It is also of interest to extend our analysis by common considering both internal and the space-tlme Polncare symmetries. The "Grassmann nature" of the SU(n)-clusters X! ...i Elves hope that I n we can obtain alone this llne certain results which are useful for some developments in strlnE theory (cf. [25, 26] ) and for analyzing nonlinear phenomena and coherent structures in stronEly interacting many-body systems [35] .
Finally we note that formal aspects of the above analysis may be extended completely for the case G=SO(n). Another Eenerallsatlonls obtained by involving in consideration other than DI(G) irreps of "internal" groups G.
